multi-room fit out

outdoor entertainment

hospitality

office & corporate

furniture supply
We offer a comprehensive range of
products for both indoor and outdoor
requirements from a diverse group of
suppliers and manufacturers including:

design concept
& colour planning

furniture, fixtures
& equipment

project
management

commercial spaces
design supply fit out

Every project begins with a design

For multi-room fit out or refurbishment,

With each project managed,

concept. We can work with you to

a total package can be coordinated to

we undertake to create a unique

Perri Commercial Concepts is dedicated specifically to commercial and
hospitality projects covering:

create a total design solution to best

individual room requirements.

commercial space through service

suit your individual project through:

Commercial seating
Apartment packages
Hospitality furniture
Office & conference seating
Outdoor entertainment &
poolside furniture
In addition to the comprehensive range
of ready-made products to select from,
we also provide custom-built furnishings
to suit each project.

The creation of a colour palette to

from furniture & electrical equipment

commitment to ensure an end result

coordinate your total interior/exterior

to soft furnishings & accessories

which provides added value.

colour concept

tailoring these to your specific design

Perri Commercial Concepts can

The selection of surfaces and

and colour concept.

organise and manage your project

fabrics to suit the colour, texture

Solutions for multi-room fit outs with

ensuring your project is completed

and practical use for each project

special requirements are easily met

within pre-defined scope, quality,

A furniture range that captures

through our manufacturing advantage.

time and cost constraints.

the distinctiveness of your profile

From ensembles to specialised lounge

From colour planning & room layout
We work with manufacturers who offer
modifications or new design concepts
to capture the essence of each project
giving you the option of having a totally
individual concept.

We can supply all items ranging

excellence, product depth and

to furniture placement, we can develop

and seating, to size specific furnishings,
all packages can be tailored to suit.

Multi-Room Fit Outs—Apartments, Hotels, Resorts
Corporate & Commercial Housing—Apartments, Units
Office & Corporate Facilities
Restaurants, Cafés, Bars, Clubs, Pubs, Function Centres
Student Accommodation
Retirement Villages
We can manage your project from design stage through to prototyping,
colour selection, supply and installation, providing a TOTAL solution for your
complete indoor / outdoor fit out. If your need is more specific, we can tailor
any of our services to suit.
At Perri Commercial Concepts your project becomes our commitment.

Through the use of our resources—
suppliers, manufacturers, contractors,
planning & communication—we provide

a solution to best suit your commercial

We create a trouble free solution

a project management service which is

space, providing you with a total

for your FF&E project by offering a

effortless and seamless for you allowing

design concept.

TOTAL interior package.

you to continue running your business.

Perri Commercial Concepts
info@perricommercialconcepts.com.au
p: 03 9545 5520 f: 03 9545 5507
www.perricommercialconcepts.com.au

